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Family, Criminal, and Business Law Firm in Plymouth, Michigan


	
		
			Aldrich Legal offers comprehensive legal services covering a wide range of practice areas for individuals, families, and businesses in Plymouth, Michigan and the surrounding area. Whether you’re involved in a legal dispute, preparing for the future, or protecting your rights, we handle every case the same way – personalized attention, aggressive legal strategy, and impeccable work ethic.

Our attorneys embrace a collaborative spirit, guiding you through the legal process and making sure you understand your rights and options before moving forward with your case. As a highly regarded firm in the Metro Detroit area, we have a proven record of success and work exceptionally hard to deliver favorable outcomes for each client that walks through our door. If you have a legal issue you need to address and need a lawyer that will advocate on your behalf, call us for a free case review. Let Aldrich Legal protect your rights and your future in Michigan.


		

	





Our Attorneys
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Lisa Baker









Lisa’s specialty is family law issues, including divorce. She is a member of the State Bar of Michigan’s Family Law Sector, Oakland County Bar Family Law Commission and I.C.L.E. seminar participant.
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Brad Aldrich









Brad Aldrich, the Founding Partner of the firm, is a trustworthy and experienced Metro Detroit, Michigan attorney specializing in estate planning, real estate, and business law.
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Edward G. Warren









For all legal matters relating to commercial litigation, professional liability, and real estate disputes, trust Edward G. Warren to represent you with dedication to achieving a favorable outcome.
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Bonita S. Hoffman









Bonita has handled cases in probate litigation to help protect families' rights, such as will disputes, estate management, and trust administration, and also represents clients in criminal law matters.
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Legal Matters We Handle In Michigan
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Probate & Estate Planning

	
		
			We provide personalized estate planning solutions, ensuring your legacy remains protected for generations and we can also help guide you through life’s transitions and navigate probate court with compassion and professionalism. Contact us today to start planning and safeguards your assets and loved ones’ well-being.


		

	



	Wills & Trusts


	Power of Attorney


	Administration









	Probate Litigation


	Guardianship & Conservatorship









Learn More
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Divorce & Family Law

	
		
			As your legal representative, we understand how delicate family law cases can be. We keep your dignity and confidentiality intact while still challenging the other party’s claims and looking out for your legal interests. We can help you reach a favorable settlement or litigate for a decision by the Court.


		

	



	Divorce


	Child Custody & Support


	Property Division









	Domestic Violence


	Father’s Rights


	Modifications









Learn More
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Real Estate & Business Law

	
		
			From real estate transactions to business formation and contracts, our experienced attorneys provide personalized legal solutions to meet your needs. Don’t leave your real estate or business law issues to chance – trust Aldrich Legal for all your legal needs.


		

	



	Foreclosure


	Real Estate Litigation


	Transactional Law


	Construction Litigation









	Business Formation


	Business Litigation


	Medical Marijuana


	Contract Disputes









Learn About Real Estate Law
 Learn About Business Law
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Criminal Law

	
		
			Have you been charged with a crime? Are you looking to reduce your sentence? We defend your rights and ensure that you receive a fair trial throughout the process. Our goal is to get you the best possible outcome by challenging the prosecution and protecting you from a harsh legal system.


		

	



	Misdemeanors


	Traffic Violations


	Felonies









	Drunk Driving


	Non-Domestic PPO


	Expungements









Learn More
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My Case is Simple. Why Do I Need an Attorney?


	
		
			Many people lose a case simply because they aren’t prepared for the unexpected. The truth is, there is no such thing as a simple legal case.

A complex legal system, a hungry attorney, or a stubborn opposing party can cloud an otherwise straightforward case with a wide range of issues or claims you didn’t see coming. In fact many of our clients walk through our doors because things simply got out of control fast.

That’s why you need an attorney.

Aldrich Legal attorneys have decades of combined experience, extensive training, and a vast network of resources that allows us to get to the heart of your case, establish your side of the story, and protect your rights in the face of opposition. What can our lawyers do for you?


		

	





We Do Our Homework
Whether you’re involved in a dispute or pleading innocent on a criminal charge, we conduct a thorough investigation to uncover the facts of the case. We use evidence such as documents, video footage, and witnesses to verify your claims or establish your innocence. We also perform extensive research to protect your personal or business assets.




We Manage Your Entire Case
Trying to manage a civil or criminal case can exhaust your time, energy, and resources. If you get in over your head, you can easily make a mistake that can jeopardize your case. When you hire Aldrich Legal, you get the full support of our entire team. We handle your paperwork, develop your legal strategy, and communicate with all parties on your behalf.




We Negotiate Your Settlement on Your Behalf
You may not know your legal options or how to position yourself to get a favorable outcome. We do. Our team can engage with all parties, lawyers, and the court to negotiate a favorable settlement or judgment on your behalf.




We Guide You Through the Process
The more you know, the more you increase your chances of winning in or out of court. With Aldrich Legal, you have access to a wealth of legal expertise. We collaborate closely with you and guide you through the legal process, helping you make wise, informed decisions along the way.









We’re Trusted Legal Specialists in Plymouth, MI




Aldrich Legal Services has been a tremendous help to me in both Probate and Family Trust issues with my parents who both died recently. The help and advice that I have received has lessened my burden tremendously. Lisa Hamilton handled the Probate for me and that has just been concluded. I am so grateful for her professional assistance and guidance.


- Mark O.



I highly recommend this law firm. My divorce was the craziest situation ever. I was honestly very pleased with Lisa Baker and her staff. They kept me informed on all details the communication was outstanding. My divorce was completed in a timely manner and I am very impressed with the results. Thank you Aldrich Legal Services for making this possible for me I couldn’t have asked for anyone better to work with me on my situation. I would give 10 stars if I could.


- Della S.



Brad Aldrich and his team helped me and my wife in setting up a Will & Trust and the experience was extremely easy. Aldrich Legal Services made the process painless and streamlined. The team is very knowledgeable, courteous and most of all, efficient with my time. I have personally referred several friends and professional colleagues to Aldrich Legal Services and will continue to do so for these reasons. Definitely a 5 star rating and I highly recommend.


- Robert G.

















See Our Blogs
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MICHIGAN CRIMINAL 20: Respondent found of criminal contempt for violating the PPO.
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REAL ESTATE 94: Short-term lease violates property owners restricted covenants.
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PROBATE 44: Petition for Mental Health Treatment
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DIVORCE: Defendant objected to the referee’s recommendation on the ground that the record did not support a deviation from the MCSF.
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MICHIGAN FAMILY LAW 97: The plaintiff’s travels impacted or would impact the child’s permanence and environment.
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REAL ESTATE 93: Plaintiff argues whether the land contract violates Michigan’s usury act.






See All Blogs
 






Call Now and Get a Free Case Review


	
		
			It never hurts to get free legal advice. So before you move forward with your civil or criminal case, contact Aldrich Legal. Feel free to ask us any questions or discuss your situation. We are here to help. Call now, and get a free case review from a family, criminal, or business attorney in Plymouth, Michigan.
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			Don’t let a bad decision, an unfair contract, or a messy divorce get in the way of a promising future! Contact the experienced team at Aldrich Legal Services today to schedule your free initial consultation and secure reliable and trustworthy representation.
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Plymouth, MI Office


Location276 South Union Street

Plymouth, MI 48170






Phone(734) 404-3000







Ann Arbor, MI Office


Location2723 South State Street

Suite 150

Ann Arbor, MI 48104






Phone(734) 404-3001
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